Warm-Weather Vegetable and Annual Flowers Plant List 2017
Most of these vegetable seedlings are sold in 3.5 / 4 inch square pots for $4.50 each.
Most pots contain 2 or more seedlings - hardened off and timed perfectly for planting in this area.
Note - Hybrids are not GMOs, and they are not evil. They are the result of carefully planned natural plant breedings which result in
offspring that are often stronger or more resistant to certain issues. We choose hybrids (vs. heirlooms) appropriately; often we
offer hybrid alternatives to address specific, local and climate-related gardening issues, so your garden is as productive as possible.

name/variety

notes

Alyssum, White

annual

Alyssum, Salmon "Aphrodite"

annual

Alyssum, yellow/gold

annual

Amaranth - Red Leaf or Red
Calaloo

annual

special
category

DESCRIPTION

Easy to grow among the vegetable plants, forms clusters of small
flowers that effectively attract beneficial insects and pollinators.
Easy to grow among the vegetable plants, forms clusters of small
flowers that effectively attract beneficial insects and pollinators.
Easy to grow among the vegetable plants, forms clusters of small
flowers that effectively attract beneficial insects and pollinators.
A great warm-weather loving alternative to spinach. Great flavor
and very attractive. Keep harvesting the top of the plant and it will
keep growing bushier.

Long
Season
Vegetable
/ could be
Artichoke, Imperial Star Hardy a Shortlived
Perennial
if
protected

A good harvest of artichoke can be tricky in these parts. Our
artichoke seedlings have been exposed to cold temperatures this
spring and then brought back into warm temperatures, which
helps get a jump on growth and artichoke production. The
artichokes are actually the buds of giant thistle-like flowers. You
may not as many artichokes as someone growing them in
California, but you also can harvest your own chokes with their
long stems, so you get more meat!

Long
Season
Vegetable
/ could be
a Shortlived
Perennial
if
protected

Traditional Italian Holiday Food. Cardoons are in the artichoke
family and do get small artichokes. But mainly you grow cardoons
for the big meaty ribs of their leaves. Lots of people grow
cardoons as accent plants - they are gorgeous like giant silvery
thistles. Great architectual shape.

Artichoke, Cardoon

Jerusalem Artichoke or Sun
choke
Aster - matsumoto mix

perennial,
will
spread

Deer will munch these, but ince they are established, they will
form a perennial stand that will keep producing for a long time.
Very prolific - can spread too much. Sunchokes are delicious - the
have a taste and texture like artichoke hearts once cooked.

annual

Very attractive squatty mumlike flowers - jewel toned deep colors

Beans - most fresh and shelling varieties do best when planted directly in ground
We offer some rarer types of beans with long season needs as seedlings:

Asparagus pea
tetreagonolobus purpureus

Bean- Hyacinth Bean or
LabLab Bean Murasakiirohana
Bean - Winged or Goa Bean see Asparagus Pea
Bean - Red Noodle Yard Long
Bean - Mosaic Yard Long
Bells of Ireland
Bidens - Cupcake Banana
Cream

annual

annual

Limited
numbers
availablethe
germinatio
n on these
is very
tricky.

This charming little vine produces dark red blooms which are
followed by edible winged pods. Best eaten small (under one
inch), they are excellent steamed or added to other vegetables.
Sauté whole in butter and they taste very much like asparagus.
Thrives in poor soil and full sun.

Ornamental - NEVER EAT RAW. Contains cyanide!! (if cooked very
thoroughly can be eaten) I have never eaten these, although I
grow them every year. They are beautiful and stunning vines.

annual
annual
annual
annual

These are fun - super long - 2-3 feet long!
These are fun - super long - 2-3 feet long!
A cool cut flower - long spikes of green bracts
boasts elegant bicolor flowers in cheery sunshine yellow and
annual /
cream tones, and was bred for long season of interest in patio
tender NEW 2017 pots and containers. Tidy compact rounded habit, 10" x 14"
perennial
Full sun to partial shade, moderately fertile well-drained soil

• Abundant mini-zinnia-like flowering with large, single or semiannual /
double flowers in bright orange/red with gold centers. Stunning
Bidens - Blazing Glory
tender NEW 2017 • Sun and heat lovers, can also handle cold temperatures
perennial
• Excellent for mixed containers, pots, hanging baskets &
flowerbeds
This has lots of almost pointy bumps than the Bitter gourd. Grows
Bitter Melon - Palee annual
like a cucumber. Very bitter but considered an essential flavor and
Trichosanthes kirilowii tonic in many Asian cultures.
This has wider bumps - more spaced out and more curved than
Bitter Gourd - Futo pointy than Bitter melon. Grows like a cucumber, but the fruit is
Momordica charantia - Balsam annual
bumpy. Very bitter but considered an essential flavor and tonic in
Pear
many Asian cultures.

Brachyscome 'Brasco Violet'
(Swan River Daisy)

Bupleurum
Bunny Tails Grass

Brachyscome 'Brasco Violet' is a compact perennial with tons of
flowers from spring to summer and on to autumn, with violetpurple daisy flowers with a contrasting bright yellow centre. A
great plant for containers and for flower gardens, it is an easy care
tender
plant that naturally grows into a neat mounded shape. Flowers
NEW 2017
perennial
best in full sun, but also grows in light shade. Some slow release
fertiliser in spring ensures good flowering. Trim lightly if needed in
autumn. This plant will tolerate full or partial sunlight. Light frost
tolerance. Plant is salt tolerant. Attracts: Butterflies, insects. Welldrained soil.
annual /
Great cutflower - with a eucalyptus look and tiny flowers settled
self
in dramatic green/pink/yellow bracts
seeding
Back for Adorable little tufts of white - used in dried flower arrangements
annual
2017! and dyed various colors.

Calaloo - see Amaranth
Cardoon - see Artichokes
Celosias

annual

Cleome - Cherry Queen

annual

Cosmos - various varieties

annual

Cotton - Green Egyptian

annual

not
available in We grow plumed as well as cockscomb varieties
2017
NEW 2017 fun and easy to grow - attracts pollinators and beneficial insects.
Cosmos is a great companion flower for the vegetable garden tall and frilly with fern like foliage and big whispy crepe-paper like
pink, white, and magenta flowers. Great for hiding beans,
brassicas from insects. Plant in the rows - the cosmos will grow a
foot or so taller than the vegetables and yet will allow in plenty of
light while distracting insects.
long season needed - but works in a greenhouse or if we have a
warm autumn.

Cucumbers - we offer over 15 varieties!
Cucumber, Puglian

annual

not
available in A squatty heirloom from Italy.
2017

annual

A rare & unique cucumber relative originating in West Africa &
brought to Jamaica via the trans-Atlantic slave trade in the 1500s.
It has remained a popular vegetable in Jamaica. The Jamaican
variety is a member of what are often called West Indian Burr
gherkins. Earlier & more productive than the common strain. The
1-2″ long, light green fruits are covered with soft spine-like bumps
giving it its unique look. Best eaten when small & young, before
filling up with seeds. With a mild, slightly tangy flavor & a pleasing
crunch, Burr Gherkins are great as pickles, in stews & stir fry, &
also raw. Very versatile, they can be used like cucumbers or
cooked like squash. Even though the fruits are small they are
unbelievably productive, out producing every other cucumber we
have grown. More resistant to disease & insects than cucumbers
& squash. Grown similarly to cucumbers however the vines can
grow up to 8 feet & love to climb up trellises.

Cucumber, Mexican Sour
Gherkin

annual

I fell for these completely two years ago when I first grew them.
They are tiny - bite size - and look like mini-watermeloms. Bright,
refreshing flavor. And they kept going way beyond when the
cucumbers they were trellised with gave in for the season.

Cucumber, Armenian Slicer pale green and ribbed

annual

Cucumber, Jamaican Burr
Gherkin

Cucumber, Armenian Striped

annual

Cucumber, Tasty Queen 10

annual

Cucumber, Bianco primaticcio

annual

Cucumber, Boston Pickling
(Kirby-style)

annual

Cucumber, Diva (Beit Alpha
style)

annual

Back for
2017!

A pale ribbed very long and sometimes curly, delicious one.
Valued for its flavor and attractive fruits, this cucumber is also
known as snake melon. It is a heavy producer of light and dark
green striped fruit that have a curved shape. An excellent slicer,
the flesh is mild, sweet and crunchy.
Beit Alpha (Persian) style or Japanese - An extra early and high
yielding hybrid variety from Japan that is very popular for open
field or greenhouse growing. The slender fruits are very crisp,
delicious and mature at 8" long and 1.5" in diameter. It has a
NEW 2017
monoecious flowering habit (plant produces both male and
female flowers) and produces abundant female flowers and fruit
over a long, productive harvest. Fruit are also carried on the
lateral branches.
WHITE. This year, I'm on a mission to grow a white pickling cuc so
I can make red wine vinegar pickles like the ones I bought at
Eataly this past fall.
Traditional cucumber for making pickles. Short and squatty pickle
style cucumbers with lots of bumps
Beit Alpha (Persian) style - Especially flavorful when harvested
small.
Diva produces distinctly tender, crisp, sweet, bitter-free, and
seedless cukes. Adapted to open-field production and protected
cropping. Harvest at 5-7". Gynoecious and parthenocarpic. High
resistance to scab; and intermediate resistance to cucumber vein
yellow virus, downy mildew and powdery mildew.

Cucumber, Marketmore
Slicing

annual

Cucumber - Progress

annual

Cucumber - Tsuyataro

annual

Cucumber - Soarer

annual

Cucumber - Suhyo Cross

annual

This has always been my favorite classic slicing cucumber.
Beit Alpha (Persian) style or Japanese - this excellent hybrid,
Japanese cucumber has smooth, glossy, green skin and tasty,
crisp, burpless flesh. The quality fruits mature to 8" long and 1" in
diameter. Vigorous, high yielding plants are very heat tolerant and
disease resistant to downy mildew, powdery mildew,
anthracnose, and CMV. It grows well in the open field and has a
monoecious flowering habit (plant produces both male and
female flowers) and sets many female flowers. New for 2014.
Beit Alpha (Persian) style or Japanese - This outstanding, easy to
grow, burpless type is a bestseller in Japan. The skin is glossy deep
green and is smooth with few spines. Best when harvested before
9 inches long. The fruit is very uniform and suitable for open field,
greenhouse, and home growing. It has a monecious flowering
habit (plant produces both male and female flowers) and
moderate resistance to both downy and powdery mildew.
Beit Alpha (Persian) style or Japanese - Valued particularly for its
flavor, this Japanese burpless cucumber hybrid is easy to grow
and a generous producer of 8" long cucumbers, up to 1" in
diameter, with fine white spines and smooth deep-green skin. The
vigorous plants tolerate heat very well and resist downy mildew,
powdery mildew, anthracnose, and CMV. This variety is suitable
for open field growing and has a monoecious flowering habit
(plant produces both male and female flowers).
Beit Alpha (Persian) style or Japanese - This vigorous hybrid
sooyow-type Japanese cucumber has its origins in Northern China.
It is easy to grow with good disease and mildew resistance. The
dark green skin has defined ribbing and fine white spines. Fruits
New 2017
mature at 10-12" long and have excellent flavor and quality. This
variety is suitable for open field growing and has a monoecious
flowering habit (plant produces both male and female flowers.)

Cucumber, Summer Dance

annual

Beit Alpha (Persian) style or Japanese - Best known for its
extremely uniform fruit, this hybrid grows vigorously and delivers
a high yield from its many lateral vines. The mild tasting, deep
green fruit are near perfect—straight with fine white spines on
their glossy skin. They grow to about 9" long and more than 1" in
diameter. Highly resistant to downy mildew and powdery mildew,
it has an intermediate resistance to corynespora blight and target
spot. This variety is suitable for open field growing and has a
monoecious flowering habit (plant produces both male and
female flowers.

Cucumber, Tasty Jade (Beit
Alpha style)

annual

Beit Alpha (Persian) style

Cucumber, Tyria (Greenhouse
or British Style)

annual

Cucumber, Tortarello
Abruozzese (Greenhouse or
British Style)

annual

Cucumber, Suyo Long

annual

Cucumber, Yamato Japanese

annual

Cucumber, Gherkin 'Adam'

annual

Cucumber, Bush pickling style annual
Little Leaf Pickling

These are the long British Cucumbers you can buy shrink wrapped
in grocery stores. Need supports to form straight, long
cucumbers.Long, European seedless cucumbers. Avg. 14", lightly
NEW 2017 ribbed, beautiful, dark green fruits. Delicious and bitter-free.
Trellis for straight fruits. Gynoecious and parthenocarpic. High
resistance to scab; and intermediate resistance to powdery
mildew.
A long "greenhouse" or "british" style dark cucumber with ribs.
Traditional long-fruited variety from China. A sweet-flavored,
ribbed fruit growing up to 15" long. Widely adapted, grows well in
hot weather, and sets early. Try using this unusual-looking
cucumber in salads, for bread-and-butter, or mixed vegetable
pickles. Excellent eating quality. Bitter-free. Trellis for straight
fruits.
This traditional variety is from Japan's Yamato Province now
known as Nara Prefecture. Sanjaku means three feet and this
variety produces a generous crop of remarkably long, narrow
fruit. It is best when harvested before reaching 2 feet long with a
2” diameter. The fruits have crisp white flesh, a relatively small
seed cavity, and a sweet flavor. monoecious flowering habit. New
for 2014.
To be harvested small - gherkin size.
Broad disease resistance and stress tolerance.Blocky, mediumlength (3-5") fruits are good for fresh eating. They pickle well and
have a distinctive, bright emerald green color. Vines are compact,
multibranching, and yield well even under stress. Half normalsized leaves provide easy visibility and harvesting. White spines.
Parthenocarpic. High resistance to anthracnose, angular leaf spot,
bacterial wilt, and scab; and intermediate resistance to cucumber
mosaic virus, downy mildew, and powdery mildew.

annual /
Sprawling clumps of white pom poms that attracts beneficial
self
NEW 2017
insects - native to western NA
seeding
Start your dahlia collection - rhizomes must be dug up and
brought into a dry basement each year. But they are easy to dig
perennial
and multiply quite quickly. They also get nicer as the years go by
if you dig
Dahlia - Labella Grande Bicolor
and they get acclimated to your land.
and store NEW 2017
Orange
This one is a bright peach color with reddish accents - Showing off
rhizomes
big, soft orange flowers, this variety is perfectly sized for
each year
container gardens or the middle of the border at only 12 inches
tall and wide.
Cushion Buckwheat

Dahlia - Starsister Red and
White

perennial
if you dig
and store
rhizomes
each year

Bright semidouble flowers on dark green foliage. Compact plants
great for containers. Flowers are pure deep velevt-red with inner
white petals that curl up from the center - really cool dahlia.
NEW 2017 Start your dahlia collection - rhizomes must be dug up and
brought into a dry basement each year. But they are easy to dig
and multiply quite quickly. They also get nicer as the years go by
and they get acclimated to your land.

perennial
if you dig
Dahlia - Dinnerplate - Fire Pot and store New 2017
rhizomes
each year

Love the versatility of the compact and bushy smaller dahlias, but
can't help myself but grow these dramatic gigantic ones - my
grandmother always had these in her yard and I loved them as a
kid. Birght reddish orange flowers with glowing yellow from the
centers.

Eggplants - we offer over 15 varieties!

Eggplant, Rosa bianca

annual

Pink and white Italian heirloom.Round, 4-6" long by 5-7" diameter
fruit streaked with white and violet. Plump and variably ribbed.
Mild, creamy taste. This traditional Italian variety is best adapted
to regions with warm nights; in cool areas expect low yields.
Green calyx.

Eggplant, Violetta Lunga

annual

Hierloom Italian variety - Long dark purple.

Eggplant, Orient Express

annual

The most dependable eggplant. Attractive, slender, 8-10" long by
1 1/2-2 1/2" diameter, glossy . Ready up to 2 weeks before other
early varieties, it features an ability to set fruit in cool weather as
well as under heat stress. Tender, delicately flavored, and quick
cooking. Purple calyx.

Eggplant, 'gretel' white

annual

A medium sized eggplant - pure white.

Eggplant, Dancer- Light Purple

annual

Eggplant, Fairytale - striped

annual

Eggplant, Little Fingers

Eggplant, Ping Tung Long

annual/bi
ennial

annual

A medium sized eggplant - bright pink purple. "Deep pink Italian
type." Semi-cylindrical fruits are mid-sized (7-8" long by 3-4"
diameter), mild, and nonbitter. Plants are strong and high
yielding. Popular in Puerto Rico. Green calyx.
A medium sized narrow shaped eggplant -mostly pruple with
white stripes.
My parents gave me some of their plants last year and I loved
these mini eggplants. They are small - about 3 inches long at most,
but prolific and very tasty. Just chop up with garlic and olive oil
and sauted!
This is a prolific Taiwan variety that produces 12-16" long, glossy,
purple-red fruit with a green calyx. The erect plants are very
sturdy, vigorous, and resistant to bacterial wilt and can bear as
many as 20 fruits each.

This excellent producer yields green rather than purple fruit. The
firm, oblong eggplants are a glossy cucumber color that gives way
to a variegated milky white at the blossom end. Masego is an
early eggplant variety, with sturdy plants that show a very good
tolerance to pests and diseases. The fruit maintain a good shelf
NEW 2017 life after harvesting. While distinct in color, the Masego eggplant
can be prepared like its more common purple relatives. It’s
delicious grilled, baked, broiled or stewed in tomato juice. Pair it
with tomatoes or onions for a Western flavor or stir fry in peanut
oil with bunching onions, peppers and ginger for a more Asian
flavor.
This long Japanese eggplant has a bright, shiny, spring-green skin,
and matures to 12" in length. The calyx is also the same uniform
New 2017
color. The plant is a vigorous grower and prolific producer of
large, firm, sweet, and tasty fruits.

Eggplant - Thai - Masego

annual

Eggplant - Japanese Choryoku

annual

Eggplant, Prosperosa

annual

Big round squatty eggplants with very dark skin.

Eggplant, Kamo

annual

Kamo is a highly prized traditional kyo yasai or Kyoto vegetable,
from the Kamo area of Japan It has been a delicacy in that region
for hundred of years. This unique fruit is round with a flat bottom,
purple-black skin, purple calyx, and weighs up to 1/2 lb. Served at
top restaurants in Japan, its dense flesh has a rich flavor.

Eggplant, Violetta di firenze

annual

Heirloom Italian variety - Big, dark purple.

Eggplant, Machiaw

annual

Similar to Ping Tung Long

Eggplant, Konasu Japanese

annual

Eggplant, Petch Siam Thai

annual

Eggplant, Traditional Big
Italian Black

annual

This tiny, bite-sized, rounded eggplant has shiny dark purple skin
that looks almost onyx in color. The calyx is also a purplish-black,
and beneath the tender skin is white flesh. These appealing little
eggplants are perfect for pickling when harvested young. Mature
fruit can be cooked as you would other eggplant varieties, and
they are especially delicious in stir-fries, tempura or as part of a
kabob. New for 2014!
This well-known and productive matti gulla variety is easy to
grow. Matti is an Indian village famous for this type of eggplant.
The small (2" in diameter), round, green eggplants have a dark
green stripe and are very popular in cuisines of India, Thailand,
and Vietnam. New for 2014!
The Traditional big shiny dark eggplant. I don't grow many of
these as they take a long time to mature and can get attacked by
something during all that waiting time. I realy perfer the smaller
eggplants that produce tons of fruits.

Eggplant, Fengyuan purple

annual

Eggplant, Calliope

annual

This slender Asian eggplant is one of the longest available. Its
beautiful purple skin is so thin that peeling is unnecessary and
New 2017 creamy white flesh is reliably mild with no bitterness. Plants
produce an abundance of fruit that can grow well over a foot long.
Easy to grow and wonderful for grilling or adding to stir fries.
A small plump eggplant mostly white with a riot of purple stripes.

Eggplant, Louisiana Green

annual

not
available in Long thin bright green eggplants.
2017

Eggplant, Thai Green

annual

New 2017 Long thin bright green eggplants.

Eggplant, Round Mauve

annual

Four O'Clocks

tender
perennial

Squatty red-purple. - Love this one - big but squatty and well,
mauve. Nice meaty flesh, not too many seeds.
We have white as well as mixed tropical colors; can be used as a
trap plant fof Japanese Beetles. Very pretty although poisonous.

Gherkins - see cucumbers
Gomphrena

annual

Gourd, Swan

annual

Gourd, Bitter

annual

Gourd, Bird's Nest Large

annual

Gourd, Luffa Sponge

annual

Gourd - Ridged or Angled also known as Chinese Okra

annual

dry and colorful pom poms in white, pink and magenta. Great
dried flowers. Fun interplanted throughout the garden
not
available in decorative
2017
not
available in
2017
not
available in decorative
2017
this is where luffas come from!
These are quite delicious especially when cooked up with lots of
spices - they realy absorb flavors well when sauted. Long and
dramatic dark green squash with strong ribbing. They look
fabulous growing up and over the garden fencing.

Ground cherry - see Tomatillos
Jicama

annual

Root vegetable - does need a long season, but the seedlings we
have available have gotten a good head start.

Lisianthus - Double Rosanne Deep Brown

annual

Lisianthus - Double Roseanne Black Pearl

annual

Malabar Spinach - Red

annual

Marigold - 'Mexican' or
Nematocidal (tagetes minuta)

annual

Marigold - African - Tagetes
erecta

annual

Marigold - French style Tagetes patula

annual

Melon, Charentais

annual

We are offering two very unusual and super-striking lissies this
year - I interplant these beuties in between my various veggies.
For the amount of flowers, they don't take up much space or
compete for nutrients. And they are amazing as cut flowers looking like roses... but in super cool colors. The Lisianthus
New 2017 Rosanne series is characterised by unique, special colours. The
full, double flowers with hard petals on strong stems ensuring
good transportability without damage. Vase life is excellent and
the trendy colours make fantastic bouquets. Versatile – attractive
for mono vases, combines well with just about everything in
mixed bouquets. This is truly brown, with chartreuse green buds.
We are offering two very unusual and super-striking lissies this
year - I interplant these beuties in between my various veggies.
For the amount of flowers, they don't take up much space or
compete for nutrients. And they are amazing as cut flowers looking like roses... but in super cool colors. The Lisianthus
Rosanne series is characterised by unique, special colours. The
New 2017
full, double flowers with hard petals on strong stems ensuring
good transportability without damage. Vase life is excellent and
the trendy colours make fantastic bouquets. Versatile – attractive
for mono vases, combines well with just about everything in
mixed bouquets. This one has blackish purple flowers with bright
chartreuse buds.
Malabar spinach has many names Phooi leaf, Red Vine spinach,
Creeping spinach, Climbing spinach, Indian spinach, Vietnamese
Spinach, and Ceylon spinach. This lush vine grows best in tropical
and subtropical climates and can reach up to 14'. It has reddishpurple stems, glossy dark green leaves, and grows more rapidly
than the green stem variety. The leaves are used like spinach. In
cooler areas, it will not over-winter but will produce a good
harvest as an annual. Also grown as an ornamental.
These are great companion flowers for the garden, but plan on
them being very tall - over 6 feet tall sometimes - I save them for
the back row so they won't shade anything. Marigold scent, but
tiny little upright flowers in yellow and pale green. High levels of
nematocidal toxins in the plant, that can be tilled into the soil.
Tall plants with big orange or yellow pom-pom like flowers
These are the short marigolds - darker in color. Great as
companion plants under vegetables like squash to thwart squash
vine borer. Also great as a mordant-free dye plant.
Available Mid-May. French melon known for its fine, sweet taste
and ability to ripen even in cool areas. Smooth striped skin and
vivid orange. Fruits about 2 lbs. Wonderful flavor.

Melon, Prescott Fond Blanc

annual

Melon, Petit Gris de Rennes

annual

Melon, Eel River

annual

Melon, Crenshaw

annual

Fruits grow to 4-9 pounds
Dense orange flesh and strong, sweet fragrance
Good drought tolerance
85-95 days
Fruits weigh 2-3 pounds
Juicy, sweet orange flesh
Flavor like brown sugar when ripe
80-85 days
Northern California heirloom Crenshaw melon.
New 2017 Luscious, very sweet rich peachy flavor and juicy, melting flesh.
Average 4-5 lbs. Slips easily from the vine when ripe.
Classic Crenshaw
Muskmelons are cantaloupestyled melons. Fruits grow to 9 inches
and 4-7 pounds. Juicy, orange flesh
Good muskmelon flavor
Fruits grow to 1-2 pounds
Ribbed rinds
Sweet orange flesh
85-90 days
Fruits have a dark green skin that ripens to orange
Sweet, orange flesh is very aromatic
Fruit tends to split when ripe
75 days
Available Mid-May. An hierloom Italian melon - pineapple
flavored!

Melon, Amish Musk

annual

Melon, Delice de Table

annual

Melon, Noir des Carmes

annual

Melon, Ananas

annual

Melon, Tendral Valenciano

annual

A strange dark green melon - mild flavor but very refreshing

Mignonette - Ameliorata
(Reseda odorant)

annual

Wonderful scented bunches of small creamy flowers that attract
pollinators and beneficial insects like mad

Molokhia - Egyptian Spinach
or Jew's Mallow

annual

Morning Glory - Heavenly Blue

annual

Morning Glory - Chocolate

annual

Watermelon - see
Watermelons under W

A wonderful frissee; each of the varieties we offer have different
frizzle-levels!
There may not be a prettier flower than this. Big bright sky-blue
flowers with glowing cream-yellow centers. Vining - will get very
high - over 30 feet - in the course of a summer of not trained to
stay at eye level
Giant pinish-tan flowers. Stunning.

Nigella "Delft Blue"

annual

Okra - Purple

annual

A very pretty flower to have growing interspersed throughout the
vegetable garden - great for bringing in pollinators. (Nigella
papillosa) Delft Blue is a mix of colors with the very decorative,
magenta stamens, but with pure white, streaked blue, streaked
purple, streaked grey and pure purple colored flowers. Named for
the Dutch Delft Blue pottery and absolutely as stunning from the
time they make their fine foliage straight through to the
ornamental pods. What’s lovely about nigellas is their versatility.
NEW 2017
They excel as cut flowers being both long lasting in a bouquet (710 days) and in your garden. When their blooms are spent, the
seed pods are equally as breathtaking. Like the rest of our nigellas
they are fantastic at attracting pollinators and can be used as an
edible flower (the seeds are also known to be used but are not
quite the same in intensity as Nigella sativa). Keep the flowers cut
and they will bloom and bloom from early spring straight through
fall. Approx. 24” tall.
Harvest okra pods when they are small and tender - a day can
make a big difference how woody they get.

Okra, Lousiana Long pod

annual

Large, branching plants produce huge yields of truly giant pods,
up to 16 inches long! This heirloom comes from Evangeline Parish,
where it has been grown for a very long time. Sent to us by Cajun
and Creole seed collector Kurt Bridges, who says the plants often
get “big like a ἀr tree” in Louisiana. Pods stay tender for longer
than most, but should still be picked young. We loved this variety!

Okra, Alabama Red

Annual

A delicious heirloom from Alabama, this variety has fat, red pods
that are great fried or in gumbo! One of our most popular
varieties, it is unique and rare.

Okra - Cajun Jewel

annual

The short plants produced dozens of tender 5"-6" pods, with
New 2017 outstanding flavor. We don't live in good okra country; but Cajun
Jewel didn't seem to care, pumping out lots of tasty pods.

Okra - Star of David

annual

Okra, Windy Wood (Green)

annual

Nasturtium

annual

Plants grow to 7 feet tall; pods are heavily ribbed - making great
star shape when sliced.
Plants have purple coloration on leaves
Best harvested when pods are 3 inches long
New 2017
60-75 days
This variety does not tolerate cold well - keep warm and bring
inside on chilly nights! Do not plant in garden until June 1st. They
are in big pots so they will be just fine.
Okra makes a very large scrub-like plant full of hibiscus like
flowers that turn into okra pods. Worth growing just to
experience it. I grow mine with the tomatillos each year - they
seem to do well together.

Pansy - Delta Citrus Mix

annual

Pansy - Matrix Ocean Breeze
Mix

annual

This is a mix of bright creams, yellows, peaches, and oranges.
likes cooler
Keeping your pansies deadheaded will ensure longer bloom time.
temperatur
I like to grow pansies along with the hot weather annuals as back
es
ups in case the spring is cooler.
This is a mix of cool seashore blues and grays. Keeping your
likes cooler
pansies deadheaded will ensure longer bloom time. I like to grow
temperatur
pansies along with the hot weather annuals as back ups in case
es
the spring is cooler.

Peppers HOT
Pepper, HOT, Serrano

annual

Pepper, HOT, Hot Portugal

annual

Pepper, HOT, Hungarian Hot
Wax

annual

Pepper, HOT, Bird's Eye

annual

Pepper, HOT, Chocolate
Habanero

annual

Pepper, HOT, Black Hungarian

Pepper, HOT, Pepperoncino Ciliegia piccante

Traditional Serrano
Looks like a cayenne pepper with long glossy scarlet pods 1517cm/6-7" but the flavour is sweet and tart with undertones of
strawberry and apples and no bitterness. Medium-hot at 5,000
Scoville units. Excellent in soups, chilli, and stews. Heavy yields,
about twice as much as cayenne.
Widely adapted and productive, even in cool weather.
Yellow hot pepper with 5 1/2" x 1 1/2" smooth, waxy fruits
tapering to a point. Easy to stuff and to peel after roasting; thickfleshed for frying. Its sunset-ripening peppers change from yellow
to orange to red, and make the prettiest pickled peppers.
Southeast Asian bird peppers are known by many local names but
in the U.S. they are often lumped together with the Thai chillis.
The small, thin pods, about 4cm/1.5" long, have good heat, about
50,000-100,000 Scoville units. Widely used in cooking and in the
spice trade, and they are often made into medicinal creams for
external use.
A beauty - Fiery chile from Trinidad. Wrinkled lantern-shaped
pods are used fresh or dried in salsas, chutneys, marinades.
Matures into a deep orange-chocolate colour. Thrives in hot
sunny spots, a little on the dry side. Heat: 100,000-350,000
Scoville units.

annual

Similar to jalapeño pepper in shape and size. Pods start off green,
turn jet black, and slowly ripen to red. Mildly hot and absolutely
delicious. Chile fans say this variety is better than the traditional
jalapeño variety for smoked chipotles. Black fruits and large
purple flowers create quite a nice ornamental effect. Heat: 2,500
Scoville units. 65-80 days.

annual

Known to some as 'Satan's Kiss'....beware. We used to carry this,
and now they are back. This is a tasty, medium-hot, round, cherry
chili. It loses about 60% of its heat when cooked making it great
stuffed with mozzarella and anchovies and then grilled. Good
foliage and a compact plant. Suitable for container gardening.

Stromboli Pepper. Named for the famous island volcano. A hot
chili pepper variety producing bunches of small, upward pointing
green fruit that eventually turn orange. Good container plant.
This is one of the hottest peppers in the world, bearing extremely
hot red fruit about 2 ½ inches long. In 2007, Guiness World Book
New 2017 of Records named it the hottest pepper and listed it as 1,002,304
Scoville Units. It has since been surpassed, but it’s still plenty hot
and should be handled with great care.
Good for cool summers - where Anaheim types often are shy
yielding. Traditional, semi-flattened, mostly two-lobed fruits avg.
7" x 2". Earlier and with longer fruits than Numex Joe E. Parker.
Large, tall plants. Early and adaptable Anaheim. Bred by Johnny's
to have good productivity even in cooler regions where Anaheim
types often are shy yielding.

Pepper, HOT, Pepperoncino Stromboli

annual

Pepper, HOT, Bhut Jolokia or
Ghost Pepper

annual

Pepper, HOT, Anaheim Chile Highlander f1

annual

Pepper, HOT, NUMEX Joe E
Parker

annual

Pepper, HOT, Fish

annual

Beautiful varigated foliage and striped and colorful hot peppers.
Long and thin, serrano-style.

annual

traditional hot-hot habanero

annual

mild habanero and earlier maturing

Pepper, HOT, Habanero
(orange, traditional)
Pepper, HOT, Habanero
'helios'
Pepper, HOT, Holy Molé

annual

Pepper, HOT, jalapeno early

annual

Pepper, HOT, peperoncino
Etna
Pepper, HOT, Piccante di
Cayenne

annual
annual

A long, thin pepper that typically lends its spicy, nutty flavor to
Mexican mole sauce
Traditional Jalapeno - starts priducing nice and early - week before
many of the other hot peppers
Very small but highly prolific Italian hot peppers. Great for drying.
Pepperoncino style
Traditional long cayenne red peppers
Gorgeous plants sprinkled wit htons of little pointy peppers in all
colors from green to pale yellow to orange to red. The ripe red
ones can be squeezed to make a tobasco-sauce like syrup.
Famous Spanish heirloom. Named after the town where they
originated. Harvest Padron peppers when they are 1-1 1/2" long.
About 1 out of 20 fruits will be hot, and the rest mild. All the fruits
become hot if allowed to grow 2-3" long. Padrons are served
sautéed in olive oil with a little sea salt, and eaten as tapas
(appetizer) in Spain.

Pepper, HOT, Tabasco

annual

Pepper, HOT, Padron

annual

Pepper, HOT, long thin
cayenne

annual

Traditional long cayenne red peppers

Pepper, HOT, Scotch Bonnet

annual

Could be one of the top hottest of all hotties… Looks like a
habanero ….

Pepper, HOT, Tobago
Seasoning

annual

From the Island of Tobago, where it is used extensively to season
local cuisine.Looks and tastes a lot like a habanero but not as hot.

Pepper, HOT, Joe's long thin
cayenne

annual

Pepper, HOT, Thai Red Chili

annual

Pepper, HOT, Hot Paper
Lanterns

annual

Pepper, HOT, Thai 'Ascent'
Pepper

annual

An elegantly long red cayenne
Tabasco-type fruits grow to ½ inch; Very productive
Good for container growing
Hot pepper A prolific plant full of small Thai styled chili peppers.
An elongated and red habanero family pepper, a bit earlier and
more productive than regular habaneros.
Staggeringly prolific, Thai-style, mini peppers pack a pungent
punch of heat! Strong, attractive, well-branched plants burst with
slender, upright peppers that start out green, turn purplish and
ripen to a flame red color. Pointy fruit measure less than 1/2 inch
wide and just under 2 inches long. We've grown Ascent in our
trials for several seasons, and it's proven to be the most
productive Thai pepper each year.

MILD HOT
Pepper, MILD HOT, Aji Dulce

annual

Pepper, MILD HOT, Aji Crystal

annual

Pepper, MILD HOT, Himo
Togarashi

annual

Pepper, MILD HOT, Manganji

annual

Pepper, MILD HOT, Ancho
(pablano style)
Pepper, MILD HOT, Ancho
'tiburon' (pablano style)

Pepper, MILD HOT, Shishito

I shouldn't even have this under "Mild Hot" - Absolutely no heat just zingy flavor
Bright, citrusy heat
Little peppers perfect for pickling pack warm heat
This is becming one of my favorite peppers - Himo Togarshi is a
specialty green pepper that is a Yamato dento yasai, which means
it has been selected as a Nara perfecture traditional vegetable.
The pepper grows 4-6" long and up to .25" in diameter (less than
the diameter of a pencil). The peppers hang down on the plant
and look like strings or himo in Japanese. Prolific amounts! Freeze
great!
Manganji pepper is one of the designated traditional specialty
vegetables of Kyoto, Japan. These vegetables are called kyo yasai
or dento yasai. Many of these vegetables have existed for
hundreds of years. This Japanese pepper has a thicker wall than
the fushimi and shishito peppers. Fruits average 6" long, mild
flavored and not spicy. The pepper skin is shiny with distinctive
wrinkles at the stem end.

annual

Traditional Poblano

annual

Another variety of Poblano

annual

Japanese mild pepper for tempura and raw snacking. Almost no
heat. This medium early, small, sweet, thin-walled glossy green
pepper is popular in Japan. The fruits grow up to 3-4" long. Plant
has a spreading habit and produces prolifically. Good for garden,
greenhouse, and open field growing.

Pepper, MILD HOT, Fushimi

annual

Pepper, NUMEX - Sauve
Orange

annual

Pepper, MILD HOT, Pasilla
Bajio
Pepper, MILD HOT, Sweet
Cayenne
Pepper, MILD HOT, Trinidad
Perfume
Pepper, Mild Hot, Fooled You
Jalapeno

Japanese mild pepper for tempura and raw snacking. Almost no
heat. Fushimi sweet pepper, Fushimi togarashi, is one of the Kyoyasai, traditional vegetables,in Kyoto, Japan. This sweet Japanese
pepper is thin-walled and glossy bright green. The fruits are
slender, tapered and grow to 6" in length. It is very easy to grow,
produces good quality and prolific harvests.
Habanero with just a bit of heat.Distinctive fruity flavor and
aroma of a habanero with only a hint of pungency. Compared to
Habanero, the avg. 2¼" fruits are slightly larger, plumper, more
wrinkled, and ripen to a bright yellow-orange (contrasting
Habanero's orange). The tall, strong, upright plants have a high
yield potential. Relatively early for a habanero.

annual

Dark and Smokey Flavor

annual

Cayenne styling but sweet and fruity.

annual
annual

an incredibly aromatic and flavourful habenero-type pepper that
carries little to no heat.
I like to mix these in with the regular jalapenos to even out the
heat a bit when I make pickled jalapenos

Pepper, Mild Hot, Habanada

annual

Pepper, MILD HOT, Aji Dulce

annual

Looks like and has that great fruity habanero zingy flavor but
almost no heat at all.

annual

Another, larger and squattier shaped poblano.

annual

Organic
Bell shaped fruits grow to 8 inches
Creamy yellow color holds for weeks before turning to orange and
then red
Most flavorful when yellow or orange
Plants grow to 16 inches

Pepper, SWEET, Sweet
Chocolate

annual

Rich chocolate-brown bell pepper. Remarkable earliness,
tolerance of cool nights, and a heavy set. Smooth, medium-small,
tapered, "snub nose" (blunt end) bells with long fruit stems. Very
mild flavor, medium thick flesh. The flesh under the skin is brick
red. Developed by the late E.M. Meader, Univ. of New Hampshire.

Pepper, Glow

annual

Pepper, SWEET, 'Bianca' - Light
Bell (green ripening to white)

annual

Pepper, MILD HOT, Ancho
Gigantia
SWEET

Pepper, Sweet - garden
Sunshine

New 2017 Look like habaneros, but not at all hot - great zingy flavor.

Tapered, thick-walled, 2-3 lobed fruits are 4-5" long, and are
deliciously sweet and fruity. Medium-size plants yield well. Early
and easy to grow in diverse climates.
Ivory-colored bells. Medium-large, 4-lobed, and blocky. Fruits
have a mild flavor and ripen to scarlet red. Sturdy plants yield
well; good leaf cover protects the fruit from sun scald. High
resistance to tobacco mosaic virus.

Pepper, SWEET, Red Bell
(green ripening to red)

annual

"Procraft F1" Organic bell with broad disease resistance. Red or
green fruits. Widely adapted, Procraft performs well in cool or
warm regions. Large, firm fruits are suitable for fresh market but
also withstand the rigors of shipping. Flavor is mild, slightly sweet
when ripe. High resistance to bacterial leaf spot races 1-3, potato
virus Y; intermediate resistance to tobacco etch virus and tomato
spotted wilt virus.

Pepper, SWEET, Corno di Toro
Rosso (red long style)

annual

Bright Red Long Frying Style Peppers

Pepper, SWEET, Islander
Purple Bell

annual

Light lavender skin, pale yellow flesh. 3-lobed, medium-size, thickfleshed bell peppers with a mild, slightly sweet taste. Fruits ripen
through a showy stage of violet, yellow and orange streaks,
eventually turning a rich, very dark red. Strong, medium-tall
plants yield well. High resistance to tobacco mosaic virus.

Pepper, SWEET, Cubanelle

annual

Light Green Long Frying Style Peppers

Pepper, SWEET, Friggitello

annual

Pepperoncini Style Italian Heirloom, but with dark green coloring.

Pepper, SWEET, Lombardo

annual

Pepperoncini Style Italian Heirloom, but with dark green coloring.

annual

Eastern European frying pepper. Smooth, 4" long by 2" wide,
tapered, pointed fruits are pale yellow and ripen red. The upright
plants have good branch strength and yield early and heavily.

annual

"Gourmet" Bright orange fruits. Thick, juicy walls and fruity sweet
flavor. Medium-large, very blocky bells are easy to grow under a
wide variety of conditions. Strong compact plants set plentiful
fruits without crowding. High resistance to tobacco mosaic virus.

Pepper, Sweet, Yellow Bell

annual

"Sweet Sunrise" - Blocky, dark-green bell ripens to yellow/orange.
Medium-large 3- and 4-lobed fruits are blocky to slightly
elongated. The flavor is both fruity and sweet. A few days earlier
than Flavorburst, Sweet Sunrise has a sturdier, medium-sized
plant with better leaf cover. Yields well and fruits ripen early, even
in the North.

Pepper, SWEET, Paprika or
Red Cheese Pepper

annual

Squatty (cheese-style) peppers in prolific dark red bunches

Pepper, SWEET, Antohi
Romanian

Pepper, SWEET, Orange Bell
(green ripening to orange)

This wonderful pepper comes to us from our friends at Hudson
Valley Seed Library in upstate New York and is the product of a
long chain of farm based seed work. Originally disentangled from
the hybrid frying pepper “La Paris” at the biodynamic Kimberton
CSA in Kimberton, PA, it then gained a little bit of extra size and a
hint of spice in the hands of Phillies Bridge Farm in Gardiner, NY,
before being passed on to Hudson Valley Seed Library who have
continued to refine and stabilize the best traits to create a
New 2017 marketable cultivar. From “La Paris” to Phillies Bridge, hence
“Bridge to Paris. The result? Perhaps the most beautiful fryer we
have seen: long, glossy smooth, very sweet, bright red fruits to 8”s
and with much thicker flesh than most fryers. They have
performed very well in trials across the northern US and were a
standout at the OSA sweet pepper trial in Chimacum, WA. Plants
are tall (24-36”), vigorous, and prolific and benefit from staking.
Wonderfully sweet for fresh eating as well as for roasting and
freezing.

Bridge to Paris Pepper

annual

Pepper, SWEET, Roumanian
Rainbow

annual

A rainbow of small bells.

Pepper, SWEET, Topepo Rosso

annual

Like a slightly bigger cherry pepper - and sweet and pungent in
flavor. Squatty (cheese-style) peppers in prolific dark red bunches

Pepper, SWEET, Mixed mini
Bells "Lunch Box Peppers"

annual

Tiny little sweet bells - Kids love these! Orange and Red Colors.

Pepper, SWEET, Dulce de
Bergamo

annual

Pepper, Sweet, Golden Greek
Heirloom Pepperoncini

annual

Pepper, SWEET, Alma Paprika
Pepper

annual

annual /
tender
perennial
annual /
Snapdragon, Chantilly 'Bronze' tender
perennial

Sea Lavender - Limonium
Perezii

One of my favorite peppers to grow - plants are prolific and look
awesome full of long curly peppers in all stages of coloration.
Flavor is great, no heat, although they look like big fat cayennes. I
usually pick them and toss them whole into a zip lock and freeze
at the end of the season. They store fabulously.
These unique, wrinkled fruits are typically harvested immature
when about 2 1/2-3" long. They are best pickled as the raw fruits
are rather bland. The medium-sized plants should be harvested
every few days to encourage fruit production.
Grow your own paprika seasoning! Alma is one of the best paprikatype peppers for drying and grinding, but can also be eaten fresh
from the garden. Plants are loaded with round, thick-walled,
sweet peppers that have just a hint of warmth. The 1-2 inch fruits
start out creamy white, and then turn to orange before finally
turning shiny red. Harvest red for drying purposes. Your goulash
and paprikash will never taste so good.
Spectacular color from large clusters of bicolor blooms: intense
purple outside with white interior. Beautiful perennial useful in
massed beds. Good cut flowers, retaining color when dried.
More of an open styled head to each flower - orangy-brownish
color

Snapdragon, Rocket 'Rose'

Snapdragon, Rocket 'White'

annual /
tender
perennial
annual /
tender
perennial

Traditional snap style head - deep rose color

Traditional snap style head - classy white color

(Antirrhinum majus) This elegant color mix of butterfly-type snaps
represents the early stages of one of our first cut-flower breeding
projects. If you are unfamiliar with the butterfly-types, they
feature a more flared out open petal shape, rather than the usual
little dragon faces of common snaps. The population, created
from a single color of the popular hybrid Chantilly series, spans
whites, yellows, salmons, oranges, and pinks. The majority of the
annual /
Alpenglow colors also exhibit perhaps our favorite quality of its
Snapdragons - Alpenglow mix
tender New 2017
parent variety, the color changes as the flowers age thereby
perennial
creating a gradient of color down each stem, from newly opened
flowers at the top to the older ones down the stem. One of the
longest blooming flowers we grow, our snaps were a riot of color
from June through frost this year. We hope eventually to tease
out some of our favorite colors from the mix to be available as
single color open pollinated strains. Excellent for cut-flower
bouquets and a wonderful sweet frangrance.
Summer Squash (other than Zucchini)
Squash, Summer, Patty Pan
annual
Yellow with dark green spot
Sunburst
Squash, Summer, Patty Pan
annual
Very varigated yellow and dark green
Flying Saucer
Creamy white, green striped, scalloped fruits
Squash, Summer, Patty Pan,
Back for
Highly productive
Pattison Panache "Jaune et
annual
2017!
Good eating qualities when young, rock-hard ornamental when
Verte"
fully mature
Squash, Summer, Patty Pan,
Sea-foam green fruits mature to white with dark green stripes
Back for
Pattison Panache "Verte et
annual
Excellent when eaten young
2017!
Blanc"
Highly productive
Squash, Summer, Patty Pan Gannual
Dark shiney green all over
Star
Squash, Summer, Patty Pan
Peter Pan or Bennings Grren
annual
Light green
Tint
Squash, Summer, Patty Pan Yannual
Yellow with light green markings
Star
Squash, Patty Pan, Pure White

annual

Pure white

Squash, Summer, Trombicino
Rampicante

annual

A vine style heirloom squash - prolific - beautiful long curving light
green color. Buttery flavor.

A productive aand dependable yellow squash Yellow warted skin - Delicious when eaten young
55-60 days
Small and flavorful - dual colored squash! One of my favorites and
most dependable.

Squash, Summer, Yellow
Crookneck

annual

Squash, Summer, Zephyr
(yellow with green tips)

annual

Squash, Summer, Serpente di
Sicilia

annual

A vine style heirloom squash - prolific - beautiful long curving
light green color. Nuttier flavor than the Trombincino Rampicante.

Squash, Summer, Golden
Crookneck or Rugosa Friulana

annual

Curved and bumpy yellow squash!

Starflower -

annual

Statice, German
Statice, QIS Dark Blue, Pale
Blue, and Apricot

annual /
tender
perennial
annual /
tender
perennial

Back for
2017!

Very unusual flower - great in dried arrangments.
Traditional filler in cut flower arrangements

Traditional filler in cut flower arrangements

Statice- Limonium Perezii - see
Sea Lavender
Stock

annual

We sell creamy yellow, mixed colors, apple stocks. Great smelling
cutflower and beneficial attractot.

Swan River Daisy - see
"Brachyscome"
Sweet peas

not
available
2017

Tobacco - see herbs list
Tomatillo, Pineapple

annual

This tomatillo has a sweet, fruity taste that reminds you of a
pineapple. Short, spreading plants yield plenty of these tasty fruit
New 2017
which is wonderful in salsas, especially those made with fruit as
an ingredient.

Tomatillo, Peruvian Ground
Cherry

annual

Tomatillo, Cisineros

annual

Tomatillo, Purple de Milpa

annual

Tomatillo, Toma Verde (green)

annual

Physalis peruviana (Cape gooseberry; Husk cherry; Goldenberry)
Golden super berries! High in protein, iron, and vitamins A, B, and
C, this berry from the Andes is deservedly getting a new look as a
super food. Small golden fruits about the size of a marble are
borne inside papery husks. The taste is mellow and tart, not
particularly sweet but delicious and refreshing. They are eaten
fresh or in fruit salads, pies, chutneys, and they are excellent for
jams and jellies owing to their high pectin content. Sauce made
with the berries is pure bliss with seafood. Fresh berries dipped in
melted chocolate are something to die for. Needs well-drained
soil and full sun. Do not fertilize, otherwise the fruits will fail to
mature properly. Fruits are harvested when they fall to the
ground and their protective husks are removed before use. Fresh
berries keep for months when refrigerated in a sealed container.
70-80 days.
Incredibly large tomatillo will amaze you with its size and
productivity. This is easily twice the size of most tomatillos,
making preparation into salsa even easier. Apple-green fruit have
New 2017 a papery husk that splits open as tomatillos mature and turn
yellow-green. Use in the bright green stage for the tartest flavor,
or allow to ripen further for a sweeter taste. Huge size makes this
tomatillo really special
These are the tiny wild Mexican tomatillos - great flavor but small Purple-tinged fruits grow to less than 1 inch
New 2017
Plants grow to 3-4 feet
Does not burst through husk when ripe
The tomatillo is a member of the tomato family, but not a real
tomato. Round green tomatillos have a papery husk that is
removed before preparing. Vining plants are easily grown and
prolific. Flavor is sweet yet tart and wonderful in green Mexican
salsa and other Mexican and Southwestern dishes.

Tomatoes
Bite-size
Tomato, bite-size, Black cherry
tomato
Johnny's Seeds Artisan - Pink
Tiger Tomato
Johnny's Seeds Artisan - Lucky
Tiger Tomato
Johnny's Seeds Artisan - Green
Tiger Tomato
Johnny's Seeds Artisan - Blush
Tomato
Johnny's Seeds Artisan - Pink
Bumblebee Tomato

annual

A dark purplish brownish cherry - quite large and quite prolific.
And super sweet! This is the one I grow late in the season as my
sole fresh tomato in the greenhouse.

annual

Elongated pink cherry tomato with yellow-orange striping.

annual

New! Elongated green striped cherry tomato with a striking red
blush.

annual

New! Elongated green-when-ripe cherry.

annual

New! Elongated yellow bicolor cherry tomato with stripes

annual

New! Pink, round cherry tomatoes are striped with yellow and
orange.

Johnny's Seeds Artisan Purple Bumblebee Tomato
Johnny's Seeds Artisan Sunrise Bumblebee Tomato

annual

New! Purple, round cherry tomato with metallic green striping.

annual

New! Yellow, round cherry tomato with red stripes and pink
interior marbling.

annual

This vine is crazy-prolific and just filled with very small but very
sweet red cherry tomatoes. The wild tomato with great flavor.
These small, 5 gm., cherry tomatoes are deep red, have a tender,
smooth texture, and sweet, full flavor. High sugar content. Though
the flavor is superior, it doesn't yield as well as modern varieties,
and the fruits are soft. Fantastic in salsa and for fresh eating.
Some resistance to early blight and late blight. Indeterminate.

Tomato, bite-size, Red Pear or
Red Fig

annual

Small pear shaped red tomatoes. This is an heirloom from Italy
which I am hoping has better flavor than the previous red pears
I've tried.

Tomato, bite-size, Yellow Pear
or Yellow Fig

annual

Very cute in salads and a hit with chefs!

Tomato, bite-size, Sun Gold

annual

High in antioxidants and delicious ziggy flavor.

annual

This is the cherry tomato I grew up with. A very nice and
dependable red cherry

Tomato, bite-size, Matt¹s Wild
Cherry

Tomato, bite-size, Super
Sweet 100's
Tomato, bite-size, Grape
Tomato
Tomato, bite-size, Grape
Tomato - orange color!
Tomato, bite-size, Jaune
Flamme
Cocktail, Plum, Paste &
Medium size

annual

annual

annual

Tomato, medium, Amish Paste

annual

Tomato, medium, black krim

annual

Tomato, medium, Black Pear

annual

Tomato, medium, Black Plum

annual

Tomato, medium, Black Zebra

annual

Tomato, medium, green zebra

annual

Beautiful orange grape tomato. Borne on long trusses, Nova is a
bright orange color with excellent, sweet flavor. Firm, meaty, 15New 2017 20 gm. fruits resist cracking. Makes a great mix with red, pink, and
yellow grape tomatoes. High resistance to fusarium wilt; and
intermediate resistance to nematodes. Indeterminate.
Back for
These are tasty bright golden orange cocktail sized (larger than
2017!
the typical cherry-sized) tomatoes.

This is a wonderfully tasty pointy ended red plum. Great for
sauce.
One of my favorite tasing tomatoes. We've been growing these
for over ten years and wouldn’t grow tomatoes without them!

Another black plum - I really want to do a taste test this summer
and compare flavors.
Mostly red with green and yellow stripes - these are in the same
style as the Green Zebra. Absolutely gorgeous.
A delicious tomato that is ripe when green. These little beauties
are mostly light green with darker green stripes.

Tomato, medium, Indigo Rose

annual

Tomato, medium, Japanese
Black trifele

annual

Tomato, Mountain Magic F1
(cocktail sized, blight
resistant)

annual

Tomato, medium, Early Girl
(hybrid)

annual

Tomato, medium, New Girl
Tomato

annual

Tomato, Fourth of July

annual

Tomato, Glacier

annual

Tomato, Oregon Spring

annual

Tomato, medium, Raspberry
Lyanna
Tomato, medium, red ox-heart
or Cuor di Bue
Tomato, medium, red pear
piriform

annual

annual
annual

Tomato, medium, Tigerella

annual

Tomato, medium, speckled
roman

annual

Tomato, PASTE/PLUM, Roma

annual

Tomato, PASTE/PLUM,
Principe Borghese
Tomato, PASTE/PLUM, Roman
Candle

The darkest tomato I've ever seen - very small and firm true eggplant purple with green shoulders. The vines are quite purple too.
Prolific plant.
Unusual pear shape and burgundy color.
Good yields of 4-6 oz. fruit with excellent, rich flavor. Harvest
when shoulders are still green for best taste. Potato-leaf plants.
Indeterminate.
"Excellent flavor and late blight resistant.
Mountain Magic produces high yields of 2 oz., bright red, round
salad tomatoes with very sweet flavor. Intermediate resistance to
early blight. Indeterminate."
Comes in first as an early slicing tomato and our customers'
favorite early variety. Dependable large harvests of flavorful, solid
New 2017 4 to 6 oz. fruit. Disease resistance is good, contributing to its
excellent performance in almost any climate. A proven variety for
delicious, early tomatoes. Indeterminate. Customer request!
A great and dependable hybrid. First early, great taste. Fruits avg.
4-6 oz. and are better tasting and more disease resistant than
other 'girl' hybrids. Widely adapted. Indeterminate.
A very dependable very early tomato with great flavor and loads
of fruits.
A relatively cold hardy early tomato - determinate vines. Quite
sweet for an ultra-early. Coloring is slightly orange.
Medium-sized, early, cold tolerant.
Avg. 6-7 oz. fruit. First early harvest for cool northern or highelevation locations. Compact plant. Determinate.
Simply stunning, raspberry-pink fruits are of medium size. Firm
flesh is very sweet and richly flavored. This variety from Russia is
perfect looking, one of the prettiest tomatoes we have grown. It is
almost free of imperfections, making it perfect for marketing.
Very prolific large ox-heart shaped and sized tomatoes - mostly
red but should be harvested with green shoulders.
Very prolific large pear shaped tomatoes - mostly red but should
be harvested with green shoulders.
A mostly red cocktail sized tomato but with an abundance of
yellow streaks.
A pointy ended red plum tomato but with yellow streaks. Sounds
very pretty and different!
We've been growing this variety of red plum tomato and making
great sauces from them for years and years

annual

The perfect tomato for making paste and for sun drying.

annual

shaped like a san marzano, but yellow

Tomato, PASTE/PLUM, San
Marzano
Tomato, Black Icicle
Tomato, Black Mauri

annual
annual
annual

Tomato, medium, Topaz or
Huan U

annual

Tomato, medium, Violet
Jasper or Tzi Bi U

annual

Tomato, Orange Blossom f1

annual

Tomato, Golden King of
Siberia

annual

Tomato, Silvery Fir Tree
Tomato

annual

Tomato, Sleeping Lady

annual

The ultimate Italian Sauce Tomato - pointy ended red plum.
A black plum with a pointy end.
A black plum tomato - sweet with purple skin.
Named for the beautiful yellow Topaz stone, this Chinese
not
introduction is sure to please you with its beautiful and sparkling,
available in 1-3 ounce fruit. Light yellow with golden speckles. Mild tasting,
2017
firm and good for snacking or salads. Like its sister "Violet Jasper"
(see purple tomatoes), this variety is incredibly productive.
When these little Oriental jewels ripen, your eyes will be stunned
with color. They have pretty violet-purple fruit with iridescent
green streaks! Fruit weigh 1-3 ounces, are smooth and have good
not
tasting, dark purplish-red flesh. This variety will also amaze you
available in
with its yield: it's not only high, but incredibly high, being one of
2017
the most productive tomatoes we have grown. A great variety for
marketing. Introduced to you from China along with its twin sister
"Topaz"
A tasty early orange tomato. The medium-firm, globe-shaped
fruits average 6-7 oz., have a nice texture, and are mildly flavored,
balanced with a little acidity. Developed by Dr. Brent Loy, Univ. of
New Hampshire. Determinate.
This tomato is one of the real favorites here. Big, lemon-yellow
not
fruit are a delightful heart shape. The flesh is smooth, creamy and
available in has a nicely balanced sweet taste. I always find myself "snacking"
2017
on these beauties. Plants are very productive and seem to have
some disease resistance.
Determinate. Heirloom. Think red ornaments hanging from a fir
tree and you'll understand how this 2" Russian tomato got its
name. The tomato ornaments put on a show when they all ripen
at once. Early ripening works with short growing seasons or
impatient canners.
Heirloom flavor on a patio-size plant
Bears heavily until frost.
Strong plant only 3 ft tall. Dwarf tomatoes are a traditional but
little-known form of tomato vine with crinkly, regular-sized leaves
New 2017
and regular-sized fruits on a very short,stocky, but indeterminate
plant. Fruit smooth and round to oblate, has well-balanced flavor,
weighs from 3 to 6 ounces, and ripens to a chocolate-mahogany
color.

Tomato, Garden Peach

Open-pollinated.For well over a century savvy gardeners have
brought Peach’s little fruits indoors before frost to keep for
several weeks. 2 oz yellow fruits blush pink when ripe and have
thin fuzzy skins somewhat like peaches. Relatively early, prolific,
soft-skinned, juicy and very sweet. Light fruity taste is not what
you’d expect in a tomato. Burpee in 1893 called it “delicate,
melting in the mouth like a grape.” Amy Goldman places its 1890
origins with plant breeder Elbert S. Carman, owner and editor of
The Rural New-Yorker. It was introduced as a novelty in Hallock &
Son’s (of Queens) 1890 catalog.

annual

Large

Tomato, large, Orange/Yellow,
Persimmon

annual

Tomato, Large, Ananas Noir
(black Pineapple)

annual

Tomato, Large, Pink Berkeley
Tie Dye

annual

Tomato, Large, Big Zebra

annual

Tomato, Large, Beefsteak or
Big Beef

annual

Tomato, Large, Black Sea Man

annual

Tomato, Large, Bloody Butcher

annual

A persimmon-colored Russian heirloom beefsteak; high in flavor,
low in acidity. An heirloom originally from Russia, this beefsteak
type has very large, persimmon-colored 1 lb. fruits. Uniform and
blemish-free, the tomatoes have high flavor, low acidity, and a
small seed cavity. Performs well in short-season areas.
Indeterminate.
I think this may be my favorite big tomato - Fabulou sziggy tomato
flavor, green flesh with stripes and speckled in reds and yellows. A
great salad tomato with bitter greens like arugula and chicory.
Unique appearance with heirloom-quality flavor.
8-16 oz. fruits are dark pink with green striping, and the flesh is
pink with yellow streaks. The flavor is outstanding - sweet and
complex like the finest heirlooms. The compact, indeterminate
plants performed much better than average under disease
pressure in our Albion trials. Indeterminate.
A tomato that is red and green-striped. Although deep red and
green outside, its interior is green with pink extending up into the
middle. Fruit is medium to large with a mild, sweet flavor.
Indeterminate.
Traditional Jersey-Style Beefsteak Slicer.

Back for
2017!

Russian heirloom from Marina Danilenko. Small plants produce
brownish-pink fruits with olive green shading. Well marbled flesh
is attractive when blanched and peeled. Rich flavor. Potato leaf
foliage. Determinate
Back by popular demand - Very early and very productive plant
producing loads of small 2-3 oz. Round red tomatoes with a
greenish shoulder. Flavor is not too sweet but not tart. These are
great if you have a short growing season. Loaded with seeds. Red
65 days, indet.

Back for
2017!

We predict this old-timer might become your main crop variety,
due to its prolific yields of smooth, reddish-orange fruits
averaging a large 10 to 16 oz.! With an old-fashioned flavor you'll
remember from childhood, these high-yielding, multi-use
tomatoes will last throughout the season and are ideal for
canning, freezing, or for home-cooked meals. Crack-free and
disease resistant.
Pure bright red but with the very squatty heart-like shape
traditional to Brandywine tomatoes. Potato-leaf style.

Tomato, Large, Box Car Willie

annual

Tomato, Large, brandywine,
red

annual

Tomato, Large, Pineapple

annual

Big mainly yellow but with red streaks.

Tomato, Large, Cherokee
Purple

annual

An old Cherokee Indian heirloom, pre-1890 variety; beautiful deep
dusky purple-pink color, superb sweet flavor, and very large sized
fruit. Try this one for real old-time tomato flavor.

annual

Large, smooth, 1-lb. pink fruit have a delicious, rich, sweet taste.
This variety has become very popular in recent years, after being
developed by M.C. Byles of Logan, West Virginia. After crossing
varieties for 6 years and selecting the best, he introduced this
beauty that he named Mortgage Lifter in the 1940's after he sold
plants for $1 each and paid off the $6,000 mortgage on his house.

Tomato, Large, Mortgage
Lifter

Tomato, Large, German
Johnson

annual

Tomato, Large, Striped
German

annual

Tomato, Large,
Orange/Yellow, Valencia F1

annual

Tomato, Large, Big Rainbow

annual

Back for
2017!

More vigorous, higher-yielding Brandywine type. Excellent flavor.
Deep pink tomatoes are earlier, more uniform, and slightly
smaller than Brandywine at 8-16 oz. Fruits have lots of deep,
acidic tomato flavor and a rich, creamy texture. There are two
strains of this heirloom variety; this is the regular-leaved strain,
which is earlier and more productive than the potato-leaved
strain. Indeterminate.
Bicolor red and yellow fruit. The flat, medium to large, variably
ribbed-shoulder tomatoes are shaded yellow and red. The
marbled interior looks beautiful sliced. Complex, fruity flavor and
smooth texture. Medium-tall vines bear 12+ oz. fruit.
Indeterminate.
Sunny orange fruits with full tomato flavor. Round, smooth fruits
average 8-10 oz. Their meaty interiors have few seeds. This
midseason tomato is among the best for flavor and texture. Our
own selection of a Maine family heirloom with a Spanish accent.
Heirloom, bicolored beefsteak tomato weighs 2 lbs. and more.
Ripe fruit has light yellow shoulders atop a golden-orange tomato
with ruby red radiating from the blossom end. Some red streaks
appear through the meaty flesh. A beautiful variety that also has
good, sweet flavor. Indeterminate.

Tomato, Large, Stump of the
World

annual

Tomato, Large, Costoluto
Fiorentino "Ribbed from
Florence"

annual

Tomato, large, Pink Accordian

annual

Tomatoe, Yellow Brandywine

annual

Tomato, Rutgers

annual

Tomato, Beaverlodge Slicer

annual

Tomato, Mountain Fresh F1

annual

Tomato, Mountain Merit F1
(blight resistant, heavy
producer)

annual

Estamino Organic Rootstock
Tomato for Grafting

annual

Back for
2017!

Dark pink beefsteak fruit reach about one pound and grow on
potato-leaved vines. The variety was part of the Ben Quisinberry
Collection, which also contributed the variety Brandywine. Stump
of the World is a bit smaller and more productive than
Brandywine, but like Brandywine, offers outstandingly rich,
complex flavor. Heirloom variety. Indeterminate
A big ribbed Italian Heirloom
A super-dramatically ribbed tomato - great for slicing as te slices
are like flowers due to the dramatic ribbing… one of my favorite
things to see in the summer - a platter of these flower-like tomato
slices!
The traditional Brandywine Heart Shape but in bright yellow. An
orange old-timer with rich flavor. An orange version of
Brandywine. The fruits are larger than Valencia. This potatoleaved variety can be finicky to grow, with roughly shaped fruit
one year and smooth the next. Indeterminate.
A great New Jersey Tomato. The perfect slicer for summer BBQs.
Determinate; large red 8-oz. globes. Good yields and flavor on
large vines. A fine New Jersey heirloom.

not
Small cocktail sized red tomato super early. Compact
available in
determinatethat gets loaded with fruits.
2017
The most widely grown market tomato in the East and Midwest.
Able to tolerate cool and wet conditions, this big red tomato
produces attractive, 8-16 oz. slicers with good flavor. Developed
by Dr. Randy Gardner at NCSU. Vigorous plants provide plenty of
leaf cover. Nematode tolerant and resistant to V1, F1, and F2.
Determinate.
A Late blight-resistant slicer.
Mountain Merit is a medium-large, 8-10 oz., red slicer with an
excellent disease package to keep it healthy in the field. Mountain
Merit has one of the best disease packages around for a variety of
field conditions. Determinate.
Special this
variety is
for
rootstock
only for
GRAFTING!

Organic, generative rootstock. Estamino is a strong, vigorous
rootstock that puts a high proportion of energy into fruit. For
growers who have had overly vegetative grafted tomato crops,
Estamino should be easier to balance. This may be especially
useful with any tomato variety in cultivation for six months or
less, in unheated hoophouses, or with small-fruited (less than 100
gm) varieties. Broad disease resistance package keeps plants
healthy. For use as rootstock only.

Geronimo F1

annual

Crack resistance with good flavor. Very firm, 8-10 oz. fruit is
Greenhous produced on vigorous plants with good balance. Very high
e tomato yielding. Perennial yield leader in the Johnny's hoophouse tomato
trials. Indeterminate

Watermelons - we're doing a
lot of varieties this year we're experimenting to find
which varieties are most
dependable and productive.
Watermelon, Sugar Baby

annual

We’re experimenting to find a dependable melon for this area…

Japanese Watermelon - Hime
Kansen

annual

Watermelon, Blacktail
Mountain

annual

Watermelon, Little Baby
Flower

annual

Watermelon, Chelsea

annual

New 2017

Watermelon, Citron

annual

New 2017

Watermelon, Chris Cross

annual

New 2017

New 2017

This Japanese icebox watermelon is the perfect size to fit in a
fridge and has been a specialty for long time in Japan. It has firm
dark red flesh and green skin with dark green stripes. It has an
extremely thin rind (3/16") and excellent shipping ability. It has a
high Brix count of 12.5-13 and weights 5-6 lbs. The fruit has a
slightly oblong shape.
Pure black-green skin. Round fruits grow to 6-12 pounds
Deep scarlet flesh, dark green-black rind
Super sweet, juicy, and crunchy
Perfect for short season areas; also does well in hot humid
climates
65-75 days - We’re experimenting to find a dependable melon for
this area…
This has been our best producer so far … A personal-size
watermelon with great flavor and appearance.
Small, 5 1/2" round, avg. 2-4 lb. fruit. Bright stripe pattern on shell
and dark pink flesh that is sweet and crisp with high sugar count.
High-yielding plants. Avg. 3-5 fruits/plant.
Round fruits grow to 15-20 pounds
Pink flesh with white seeds and pale green non-striped exterior
Sweet and keeps well once picked - We’re experimenting to find
a dependable melon for this area…
Red seeds and striped green rinds
Extremely drought tolerant
Fruits can be stored for up to 1 year
Hard, tasteless white flesh
Round fruits grow to 15-20 pounds
Dramatic coloring - Pink flesh and pale green skin with jagged dark
green stripes
Moderately sweet flavor - We’re experimenting to find a
dependable melon for this area…

Watermelon, Cream of
Saskatchewan

annual

Round fruits grow to 4-10 pounds
Sweet white flesh with exceptional flavor
Very thin, pale green rind with dark stripes
Does well in cool northern climates
80-85 days - We’re experimenting to find a dependable melon for
this area...

Winter Squash

Winter Squash - Carnival
Squash

annual

Winter Squash - Acorn Squash

annual

Winter Squash - Milk or
Cheese Pumpkin "Long Island
Cheese"

annual

Squash, Winter, Little Gem
Red Kuri

annual

Squash, Winter, Shishigatani
Japanese

annual

Squash, Winter, Jumbo Pink
Banana

annual

Larger, multicolor dumpling type. About 1 1/2 times the size of
Sweet Dumpling, with colorful patches and flecks of dark green,
Cucurbita light green, orange, and yellow. Popular specialty market variety
pepo
but not as good eating as Sweet Dumpling. Semibush plants
produce fruits averaging 1-1 1/2 lb. Hot weather promotes more
green tones and less yellow/orange.
Delicious, small size. Small to medium-sized acorn fruits are just
the right size for single servings when halved. Weighing just 1-1
1/4 lb. (500gm.), Honey Bear has a deliciously starchy and sweet
Cucurbita
flavor. Promising for direct marketing by name. Compact bush
pepo
plant. This innovative acorn squash was bred by Dr. Brent Loy at
the University of New Hampshire. Intermediate resistance to
powdery mildew
Also known as Long Island Cheese … Sweet, deep orange flesh
Cucurbita
Flattened, ribbed, buff-colored fruits grow to 6-12 pounds
moschata
Good keeper -90-100 days
Cute little Red Kuri type fruit are a good size for the kitchen & for
market. Plants produce numerous fruit that weigh 3-5 lbs each.
Cucurbita Fruits store well & have dense, finely-textured flesh. Good
maxima
uniformity. This variety does well even in challenging conditions.
We think Little Gem is the perfect size for a kuri squash & is a
great choice for the farmers market booth.
Since the Edo period of the early 1800s, this special Japanese
pumpkin is one of the kyo yasai, or traditional vegetables in the
Cucurbita Kyoto region. This kabocha squash is used in shojin ryori, a type of
moschata vegetarian cooking prepared by Buddhist priests. The fruit skin is
distinctly ribbed and warted and ripe when the skin turns light
brown. The flesh is a delicate light yellow color.
West Coast favorite since 1893,
now gaining admirers nationwide for its moist, creamy texture,
sweet, rich flavor, and large yield.
Great roasted or in soups; freezes very well after cooking.
Cucurbita Stores well just check for dents, bruises, or sunken areas which
might spoil, and use those squashes first.
maxima
If you really want your garden to produce a lot of winter food, this
one is a great bet. Usual size is about 18 inches long. Droughtresistant, tough plants can climb up a trellis, fence or even
bushes, and it makes an excellent "three sisters" variety

Squash, Winter, Rouge
d'Etamps Pumpkin

annual

Squash, Winter, Queensland
Blue

annual

Squash, Winter, Jaune Gros de
Paris

annual

Squash, Winter, Boston
Marrow

annual

Squash, Winter - Butternut

annual

Squash, Winter, Marina di
Chioggia

annual

Squash, Winter, Buttercup
(Burgess Strain)

annual

Squash, Winter, Sugar Loaf
Hessel Delicata Type

annual

Squash, Winter, Musquee de
Provence

annual

95 days Most beautiful flattened and ribbed large fruit are a
gorgeous deep red-orange. A very old French Heirloom, this was
Cucurbita the most common pumpkin in the Central Market in Paris back in
maxima
the 1880's. The flesh is tasty in pies or baked. This one can also be
picked small, like summer squash, and fried. It is a good yielder
too.
Reportedly first imported into the U.S. in 1932.
Queensland Blue is a striking blue color with a ribbed exterior.
Cucurbita
The flesh is almost neon orange-yellow, sweet and very meaty
maxima
with a small seed cavity.
Very abundant vining type squash that is a good keeper.
The beautiful giant pumpkin of historic Paris, the big pinkishyellow fruit can grow to over 100 lbs. They are round, flattened
Cucurbita
and have light ribbing. They are good keepers and are still popular
maxima
in France. Good in pies, soups and baked. A winner for farm
markets!
Bright red-orange skin
Fruits grow to 10-20 pounds
Cucurbita
Thick, flaky and fiber-free flesh
maxima
Winter squash
90-110 days
A nice tasty butternut. Straight necked fruits grow to 3-6 pounds
Dry, yellow-orange flesh with nutty flavor
High yielding vines
Cucurbita
One of the most popular types of baking squash
moschata
Exceptional keeper
Winter squash
83-100 days
Cucurbita
maxima

A big fabulous bumpy and lumpy dark grey-green squash - Bumpy,
turban shaped fruits grow to 10-12 pounds. Sweet, dry flesh
Highly productive and good keeper - Flavor improves in storage
95-100 days

A mix in flavor between an acorn squash and a butternut. Great
for pies. Turban-shaped fruits with distinctive button on the
Cucurbita blossom end. Fruits weigh 3-5 pounds
maxima
Super sweet brilliant orange flesh; Medium length keeper in
storage
85-100 days
Cucurbita Light golden flesh, mild with a hint of sweetness.This is my
pepo
favorite squash.
A big very rustic heirloom-looking pumpkin. Fruits grow up to 20
Cucurbita pounds
moschata Deep orange flesh is dense and flavorful
Does not tolerate cold - 110 days

Squash, Winter, Spaghetti
Squash

annual

Squash, Winter, Oregon
Homestead Sweet Meat

annual

Zinnia, Queen Lime with Blush

annual

Zinnia - Benary's Giant Mix

annual

Cucurbita
pepo

Traditional - light yellow when ripe.

Beautiful blue squash on huge vigorous vines. Three to four fruits
per plant weigh ten to twenty pounds each. Selected for vigor,
Cucurbita large seeds for vigorous cool soil emergence, a small seed cavity,
maxima
and premium flavor by Carol Deppe, who originally received it
from an old-time seed saver in Oregon. A Classic Oregon heirloom
winter staple.
Sophisticated color combination. Innovative and elegant addition
to the Queen series. Mostly double and semidouble 2-3 1/2"
blooms with a small percentage of singles. It's not very often that
New 2017
a new color is fashioned in this classic cut flower, so we were
excited to observe its excellent performance and stunning color in
our trials. Also known as "Queen Lime with Blotch."

Zucchini Squash
not
available
2017

Zucchini, Bolognese (summer
squash)

annual

Zucchini, Butterstick Yellow

annual

Bright golden yellow - good producer

Zucchini, Costata Romanesca

annual

Dark green heirloom with stripes. Great squash flavor. Sometimes
can be hard to see out in the garden!

A fat zuchinni - light in color.

Very dark-green, high yielding. Darker green skin contains higher
levels of lutein, a highly effective antioxidant. Semi-open plants
New 2017
with moderate spines produce glossy, smooth, cylindrical fruit.
Concentrated fruit set, so plan for multiple plantings.
Green zucchini with attractive white stripes. A prolific yielder of
NEW 2017 attractive, glossy, cylindrical fruits that are easy to pick due to the
nearly spineless plant.

Zucchini, Raven

annual

Zucchini, Safari

annual

Zucchini, Nero di Milano

annual

Dark dark - shiny - almost black - heirloom

Zucchini, Striato d'Italia

annual

Very similar to the Romanesca - dark green heirloom with stripes.

annual

Good flavor - light colored fruits.

annual

Very buttery flavor - good stronghybrid.

annual

A light green colored round zucchini!

Zuchino da Fiore

annual

A zucchini plant bred and grown for its prolific flowering - not
much fruit!

Zucchini, Tonda di Piacenza

annual

A round zucchini!

Zucchini, Genovese (summer
squash)
Zucchini, Magda light green
(summer squash)
Zucchini, Tonda Chiaro di Nizz
(Round of Nice)

Zucchini, Early Prolific
Starightneck (yellow)

annual

Light yellow great producer.

